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From: Maria Rea - NOAA Federal <maria.rea@noaa.gov>


Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2019 3:47 PM


To: Barry Thom - NOAA Federal


Cc: Howard Brown


Subject: Re: CVP biop


Sure thing. Howard, can you draft a quick paragraph? Again, there is no disagreement within DOI as far as I


am aware. But you can see how this is getting spun...


Maria Rea


Assistant Regional Administrator, California Central Valley Office


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


(916) 930-3600


Maria.Rea@noaa.gov


Find us online


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


*


On Tue, Apr 23, 2019 at 3:10 PM Barry Thom - NOAA Federal <barry.thom@noaa.gov> wrote:


Can we get any new info. On where this might stand.


Thanks,


Barry


Barry Thom


Regional Administrator


West Coast Region


NOAA Fisheries


Begin forwarded message:


From: Chris Oliver - NOAA Federal <chris.w.oliver@noaa.gov>


Date: April 23, 2019 at 1:18:07 PM PDT


To: alesia.read@noaa.gov, Brianne.Szczepanek@noaa.gov, samuel.rauch@noaa.gov,


The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location. 


The linked image cannot be displayed.  
The file may have been moved,  
renamed, or deleted. Verify that the  
link points to the correct file and  
location.  

The linked image cannot be 

displayed.  The file may have  
been moved, renamed, or  
deleted. Verify that the link 

points to the correct file and 

location. 


The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or 

deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location. 
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barry.thom@noaa.gov


Subject: CVP biop


Im getting pinged again by mcarthy office.


Kyle concerned about sticking piints hes hearing


Especially the ‘baseline’ issue. I need to understand what we are


considering baseline and why and how that affects other sticking


points (is it really historical pristine 1800s California without any


damns? No way right?)


I need to get back to him by monday


Chris


Sent from my iPhone



